the right side of events
Since its foundation in 1993, OriKata has been guided by the motto “... the reliability of the method”.
OriKata is a Trentino agency that operates within the events’ sector, organising conventions, conferences, fairs and international
events. Our creative and qualified staff take care of your needs, paying attention to every detail of the organising process, from
planning to hostess services, from interpreting, entertainment and communication to graphic design of promotional materials.
More than 20 years of experience in the events’ sector, the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 quality certification and the national CME
licences (recognised by the Italian Ministry of Health) have made OriKata the ideal partner to satisfy every planning need.
Our working method is characterized by a careful care of every aspect of the event. We aim to create a style designed with the
respect of the objectives of the client.

OUR SERVICES

Conferences and meetings

The organization of a conference, a seminar or a workshop
implies a mixture of resources, ideas and competences, every
time different and coherent with the event itself.
Thanks to a long-year experience OriKata carefully manages
every step of the planning, from the creation of the project
to the definition of the financial resources needed, from the
management of the conference secretariat to the set-up of the
location.
Invited speakers, participants, sponsors and other people
concerned are coordinated by OriKata according to an efficient
method that enables the staff to develop a program coherent
with the needs of the client.

Continuing Medical Education(CME)
We are the first CME provider in Trentino Alto Adige Region
(n. 1108).
A CME Provider is a qualified agency that offers continuing
medical education activities and develops educational content
for the national and the local Healthcare systems.
OriKata aims to organize conferences and courses that
healthcare professionals may use to satisfy annual CME
requirements.
Thanks to our well-organized and efficient method, we deal
with every aspect of the event, promoting the exchange of
information and ideas on the science, practice and organization
of medicine.

Business events

Inaugurations, incentive journeys, business ceremonies are only
some of the events that companies organize to enhance their
image, to create a cohesive team and to ensure clients loyalty.
OriKata manages the several aspects of these events, creating
programs coherent with the diverse situations and adequate to
the company’s style and objectives.

Design and fair exhibitions
Environments and settings could be transformed and adapted to
your needs. A long-year experience is combined with the search
for aesthetic quality and functionality.
OriKata supports you in the difficult design art phases of
exhibitions and fairs. We will help you to find innovative
solutions to fulfill your expectations and desires, from the
creation of exhibition stands to single art details.

Hostess and steward
Among those who work for an event, a special role is played by
hostess and stewards, those who work in touch with the public
with passion and style.
In more than 20 years of experience, OriKata has worked with
qualified and professional collaborators, ready to carefully
manage and to kindly help every single moment of the event.

OUR CLIENTS
OriKata has collaborated with institutions, firms and associations from all over the world, coordinating meetings and events, always
respecting the objectives and the image of the company, and offering to participants relaxing and engaging programs.
The organization of international events has demonstrated the quality and the engagement of OriKata. Bolzano, Brescia, Milan,
Pavia, Caserta, Rome, Bologna, Florence, Munich, Stuttgart, Berlin, London, Vancouver (Canada) and Miyazaky (Japan) are only
some of the locations where OriKata worked.
Among the clients of OriKata the University of Trento, the Hospital of the Province of Trento and other prestigious institutions, such as
the Pezcoller Foundation and the National Research Council (CNR) of Florence, can be mentioned.
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